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VARI-RS - 3RS508/8DPT

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

PRODUCT FEATURES (3RS508/8DPT)

Flow rate of 225 l/m (mid-curve)

Head pressure of 7.0 bar

Dry-run protection as standard

Ultra quiet running

Fully KUKReg4 Compliant 

WRAS approved pump

WRAS approved Vessel and ballvalvesWRAS approved Vessel and ballvalves

Glycerine lled pressure gauge

Digital display for alerts & reporting

Air-cooled Variable speed inverter

BMS Volt free contacts

The DPT Triple Vari-RS booster set is a compact and 
cost-effective cold water booster set ideal for 
residential and light commercial installations. 

The Vari-RS booster set comprises of three The Vari-RS booster set comprises of three 
horizontal multistage pumps and air-cooled 
variable speed frequency inverters with intuitive 
interface. The system includes a range of advanced 
features such as fault signals and an error code 
display as standard.
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Direct Pumps and Tanks provide a vast array of 
WRAS approved cold water storage tanks, brass 
equilibrium ball valves, GRP enclosures for external 
housing of the booster system.

These enclosures can come fully insulated with These enclosures can come fully insulated with 
encapsulated base boards for added thickness and 
stability and even drip trays, complete with overow 
by-laws and CAT 4 (AG) or 5 (AB) air gap water 
protection.

TANK OPTIONS

The Triple Vari-RS cold water booster set uses the RS 
variable speed inverter and is installed onto the 
Motor Connection Box of each pump in the set. The 
inverter regulates the rotational speed of the pump 
using the electrical frequency. 

The inverter operates at a minimal value that meets The inverter operates at a minimal value that meets 
the users demand. In simple terms, once the 
pressure drops, the inverter recognises the drop in 
pressure and instructs the pumps to increase speed 
in order to meet the proportional demand.

SYSTEM OPERATION 

CERTIFICATIONS & WARRANTY
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